Save the TURF,
save the game
Field & Fairway™ keeps
your field playable rain
or shine.

Proud partner of the National Soccer Coaches Association of America

Better footing

is in the bag.

Field & Fairway™ is easy to apply and improves safety, playability and turf health.
As a coach, you know soccer is a game that
demands better turf quality than most sports.
It’s all about quick stops, sharp pivots and
all-out sprints at every angle.
But when the field goes bad, the whole game
goes bad. Poor turf conditions can create a
hazard for players. Wet grass and slippery mud
increase the chance a player may twist an
ankle or strain a knee.

That’s why you need to always keep a bag
or two of Field & Fairway in your car. It’s the
same product leading NFL, MLS and collegiate
programs have used for years. Just pour it on,
rake it in, and keep playing.
Use Field & Fairway. Because when it’s game
time, you don’t want your team playing
against adverse turf conditions.

Protection & Rescue

Prevention & Repair

Ê Improves safety by eliminating
muddy, slippery conditions

Ê Prevents damage, improves
drainage

Ê Rescues field by absorbing standing
water and preventing mud

Ê Stores and releases water
at the root level

Ê Speeds recovery between games

Ê Helps soil hold nutrients

Ê Applies easily in seconds – just
pour, rake and play

Ê Protects turf during dry spells

Ê One 50-lb bag absorbs 6
gallons of water

Ê Apply to field before it rains

Store a bag, save a game.
Choose from Natural or Emerald
to disguise worn turf areas.

What is Field & Fairway?
Field & Fairway is a soil conditioner that consists of porous ceramic particles that
help reduce compaction, manage moisture and promotes a safe playing surface.
These small particles absorb more than 90% of their weight in water and
prevent turf damage by removing surface moisture and protecting the crown
of the grass plant.

For more information about Field & Fairway, visit
www.turface.com/gameon to find a distributor.
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Pour, rake and play.

